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Abstract 
While several works have been developed which take into account either user tasks or user 
cognition in the design and development of user interfaces, there is a lack of proposals which 
try to integrate these two aspects in a systematic and precise approach. We have developed 
some work on task-driven architectural modelling of Interactive Systems, which should be a 
useful step towards obtaining more usable software. However, users have some specific 
requirements which cannot be captured by tasks. Here we show a possible approach to take 
into account both types of requirements in the development of software user interfaces. 

1 INTRODUCTION 

The TLIM method (Paterno' and Mezzanotte, 1995) was developed to support in a more 
systematic way the specification of Interactive Systems so that their logical organization is 
driven by user tasks rather than system implementation aspects. This method starts with a 
hierarchical decomposition of user tasks where temporal relationships among them are 
indicated using LOTOS (ISO 1988) operators. Information gathered from task specification is 
then used to identify the components of a software architecture able to perform the tasks 
identified. 

The increasing availability of multimedia systems allows users to perform their goals in 
various ways: users can interact using voice, mouse, and keyboard, and at the same time, they 
can receive feedback from the system by audio, graphics and images. Furthermore, distributed 
environments enable many users to cooperate even if in distant locations. 

However, to obtain more effective systems we have to take into account the abilities and the 
limitations of the human cognitive system in processing various sources of information. This 
implies that in the user interface design we have to consider both the constraints derived from 
A. Sutcliffe et al. (eds.), Domain Knowledge for Interactive System Design
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tasks in the work domain (for example, some actions are logically meaningful only after other 
actions) and the limitations introduced by the modalities of the human cognitive system to 
process the information received. 

In this paper we outline an approach which is able to consider both task requirements and 
user requirements derived from a user model (for example, ICS (Barnard and May, 1995)) so 
that the software architecture is designed to obtain more effective user interfaces. The basic 
elements of the proposed approach are: 

A formal model (LOTOS) to express user, system and task-related aspects; 
A systematic method which aims to give precise indications to designers and developers; 
Requirements derived from a user model. 

These elements allow us to obtain: 
The description of an architecture able to support the tasks previously identified; 
An indication of how the dialogue with the user has to be performed; 
The choice of the media more effective to support the user tasks. 

2 RELATEDWORK 

In (Bearne, Jones, and Sapsford,Francis, 1994) some usability guidelines for the design of 
multimedia user interfaces are provided. We aim to find further cognitive justifications for the 
user requirements identified and to use them systematically in software development. 

In (Duke, Barnard, Duce, and May, 1995) there is the proposal of a Syndetic model: in this 
approach the system is considered as an interactor which is described by a set of axioms which 
define the results of the user actions in terms of both state and user interface modifications. 
Similarly, the user is described following the ICS model. These two entities are then composed 
by new axioms based on those previously formulated. This process is based on the ability of 
the designer without following any previously defined method or algorithm which indicates 
how to combine axioms. 

In our approach once the LOTOS expressions describing the interactor-based system 
(Paterno', 1994) and the ICS-based user are obtained we can immediately obtain the 
specification of the complete Interactive System. It is sufficient to synchronise the two LOTOS 
expressions on the events associated with the physical user actions. 

In the Syndetic model many axioms have to be formulated; the list of these axioms (MAL 
logic) is not very readable. In LOTOS a simulation of the user interactions can be obtained. It 
gives a good idea of the behaviour of the interaction. The simulation of the resulting LOTOS 
specification by automatic tools (van Eijk, 1991) can be analysed even by people not involved 
in the LOTOS specification or who do not even know LOTOS. 

Sutcliffe and Faraday (1994), have developed a method for the design of multimedia 
presentations based on the analysis of tasks and resources. The task analysis is performed by 
creating trees of subgoals, and attached them to the type of information necessary to perform 
them. The resource analysis provides a description of the resources available to the designer to 
present data. Each media is associated with the type of logical information that it conveys 
better. The selection of which resource to use to support a given task is based on the dialogue 
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acts and the type of information related to the task. Finally, they use guidelines derived by 
psychological literature to validate the presentation previously built. We aim to introduce user 
requirements in the development process and to give a formal framework for this process. 

Another approach which considers task-driven modelling of user interface software is in 
Adept (Johnson, Wilson, Markopoulos and Pycock, 1993), however that work does not 
explicitly consider design aspects which are driven by the cognitive mechanisms indicated by a 
user model. 

These works confirm the growing interest in task-oriented approaches to obtain systems 
which can be used in such a way to reflect better the user's view of the functionality with 
respect to object-oriented approaches (Jacobson, 1992). 

3 FORMAL SPECIFICATION OF TASKS 

In a previous work (Paterno' and Mezzanotte, 1995) we developed a method which starts 
from the task specifications and, taking into account their temporal relationships, the actions 
and the objects associated with them, it can derive an architectural description of the software 
component of an interactive system that supports the tasks identified following a set of precise 
rules. It does this by creating a direct correspondence between tasks and the parts of the 
software architecture that are used to perform them. 

In this work we improve our method to take into account the requirements generated by the 
cognitive capabilities of the user. We also consider a wide range of media for the software 
implementation. Designers should be aware of these aspects in the development process when 
they identify the software objects for the performance of basic tasks. 

We found that previous approaches (see DAN (Hartson and Gray, 1992), for example) may 
be misleading as in the resulting specifications there is no clear distinction between constraints 
which belong to the task models and those which belong to the user interface used for their 
performance. 

In our approach the user requirements derived by the knowledge of user mental activity are 
considered together with the task requirements in the development process of user interfaces. 

In this way, we have a clear idea of the possibilities and limitations of the user interactions 
and so we can capture the specific requirements which should be verified. 

4 USER REQUIREMENTS 

By user requirements we mean those which are related to how the user perceives, processes, 
and communicates information. In the 1LIM method we can have both a user specification and 
a system specification in order to define precisely the set of possible traces of actions 
associated with user interactions. In (Paterno' and Mezzanotte, 1995) we used a simple user 
model which distinguishes between internal actions (associated with perception interpretations, 
task formulation and logical actions formulations) and external actions (associated with 
perceptions and physical actions). This can be immediately mapped onto the LOTOS model 
which has a similar distinction between internal and external actions. We were thus able to 
improve our analysis of user interactions though the result can be further improved taking into 
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account more detailed descriptions developed in the cognitive field. By refining the user model 
we are better equipped to identify the requirements in user interface design generated by the 
user capabilities. In this case we consider the ICS model (Barnard and May, 1995) where the 
user is described by nine subsystems with some degree of parallelism among them. Similarly 
other user models can be considered such as the Model of Human Processor in (Card, Moran, 
and Newell, 1983) and ACT* (Anderson, 1983). Thus if we want to maintain the distinction 
between internal and external actions we obtain the architecture outlined in Figure I. 

Figure 1 Internal and external actions in the ICS user model. 

The possible user actions are generated by the Articulatory and Limb subsystems. The first is 
related to voice generation, the second to the body movements. User perceptions are analysed 
by three different subsystems: acoustic, visual and body state. The Propositional subsystem is 
used to describe entities and relationships in the semantic space, the Morphonolexical 
subsystem gives a structural description of words received as input and the Object subsystem 
gives a description of entities and relationships in the visual space; the Implicational subsystem 
is used to associate information and to provide an abstract description of the human existential 
space conveying affective content. 

Each subsystem can receive various inputs at the same time but it can only process one of 
them. Subsystems can process information stored beforehand as well. Subsystem can receive 
information on the same event from different resources which is then blended into a more 
structured information. If two input data cannot be integrated into a unique representation the 
subsystem provides output related. to only one of them. 

This user model allows us to obtain more detailed specifications of user behaviour, even if 
they are still too abstract to obtain its complete description. In addition, the model helps us to 
derive some user requirements which should be satisfied by the user interface, which support 
the performance of the tasks identified beforehand. 

Our approach for a multimedia system interface design has its point of start in the 
description of system trough user tasks and uses a previously defined method to transform this 
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task specification into the description of a corresponding software architecture obtained by 
composition of interactors. This method acts taking as input the task specification: their 
temporal relationships, the actions to perform the tasks, and the semantic objects associated 
with the actions. The result is the architectural description of the system and indications for the 
design of the user interface. When we apply this method, during the decomposition and 
refinement of the software architecture, the semantic objects must be replaced with application 
and presentation software objects. We want that the choice of the software objects to perform 
basic tasks takes into account cognitive aspects. Thus this choice must be preceded by the 
choice of media to associate with the basic task because information conveyed by different 
media is differently perceived and interpreted by users. 

4.1 Rules for the media choice 

Our aim is to identify rules, using the ICS model, that lead the designers in the choice of the 
media to associate with the basic tasks and then in the selection of the interaction techniques 
most suitable for the media chosen. 

We suppose to have the taski op taskj situation, where op can indicate interleaving or 
sequential composition or disabling or other LOTOS operators. 

Information type. When we choose the media to associate with the basic tasks, one main 
aspect to consider is the type of information contained in these basic tasks. The user model can 
give further motivations for this with respect to (Sutcliffe and Faraday, 1994) 

If the information is spatial then media that communicates images both static and dynamic 
(video) is to be preferred. Thus, the cognitive activity is better able to understand this type of 
information which directly goes to the object subsystem. If we use a text for this type of 
information, the mental activity has to use various subsystems (morphonolexical, propositional, 
object) and these have to consider information previously stored (information related to images 
previously seen) to process them. 

If the type of information is of, temporal type, we will prefer the video sequences, because 
they highlight the time flow. Generally, we choose media that allow the user to process more 
easily the task type of information (for example using less cognitive subsystems). 

Cognitive effort. Different media require from the user different cognitive efforts. Similarly, 
different tasks require different cognitive efforts. For example, in (Casner, 1991) it is possible 
to find a ranking of some classes of tasks with respect to the cognitive effort required. Thus it 
is important that, if the two tasks taski and taskj must not be executed respecting particular 
temporal constraints, the choice of media to associate with them is addressed toward the media 
that require less mental effort for the task which requires more cognitive effort in order to 
balance the resulting cognitive load. 

Generally, the voice and the sound are more easy to use than text or mouse. In fact, we 
have to use various mental subsystems to process the reading of text, because, we need at least 
of the object, the morphonolexical and propositional subsystems; instead, for processing the 
voice, users do not need the object subsystem. 
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Parallel media. In the case the op operator between the two task is a parallel operator, the 
choice of media to associate with the basic tasks is such that the cognitive activity is able to 
process these media in parallel. 

We know that there are difficulties in listening and speaking at the same time (because both 
activities have to use the same Morphonolexical subsystem) or speaking and reading a text. On 
the other hand it is possible to speak and to look simultaneously at some images or to hear 
some words and to select some graphical item. In fact, the sound and voice can be processed in 
parallel by the mental subsystems with mouse pointing of image and looking at video sequence. 
The text, instead, is hard to be processed in parallel with other media because it needs to be 
processed by many subsystems. 

Generally, we should avoid to allow users to access to parallel media that have to be 
processed by the same cognitive subsystem. 

Moreover, in the case that following this guideline several media can be chosen, the media 
that requires Jess cognitive effort has to be preferred. 

Blending. It is possible that taski and taskj have actions related to information that must be 
able to form a unique information; in this case, the mental subsystem, must be capable to fuse 
the information (that should be related to the same data stream) coming from the media 
chosen; therefore, the media are clolosen in such a way that the mental activity can process them 
in parallel and it is more able to blend the information arriving from these; for example, the 
cognitive activity is more suitable to blend information arriving from a dynamic instead of 
static video with sound. 

When we have the opposite case: information belonging to various tasks must not be fused 
in structured information, then we have to choose the media for the tasks in such a way to 
allow the user to perceive and interpret them as different logical entities referring to different 
goals. One possible solution is to use more than one media (sound and video images related to 
the place from where the sound arrives) to communicate the information related to one task. 
Thus, we allow the mental activity to distinguish better the two elements of information. For 
example, if we have that the taski and taskj are related to the sounds of two different 
instruments, a solution for not allowing the mental activity to fuse these two sounds is to show 
from where the instruments originate the sounds. 

4.2 LOTOS user specification 

Using the task specification and the user requirements we can gather information useful to 
identify the architectural components which support task performance and to structure them. 

We can use the ICS model to derive a LOTOS specification of the user. When we obtain 
the specification of the couple <us'er, system>, we can compose them by synchronising the two 
specifications on specific actions. In particular the system and user LOTOS specifications must 
synchronise on the actions of the Actions user subsystem which generate input for the software 
application. Synchronisation has not to occur on the actions of Perception subsystem and the 
modifications of the presentation of the interface. In fact in this case synchronisation means 
that the two entities exchange information and their next behaviour will depend on this 
exchange. Modifications of the user interface do not imply exchange of information as the user 
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may not perceive them. Similarly, user perceptions which have no effect of the application do 
not require synchronisation. 

The obtained specification allows us to reason about the human-computer interaction. We 
can simulate the specification of system and user and their interactions, in this way, it is 
possible, for example, to find out that the system has undesired behaviours related to 
determinate user actions. Moreover it is possible to evaluate if specific properties are verified 
by the user interactions, by using the ACTL temporal logic to specify the user interface 
properties of interest (Paterno' and Mezzanotte, 1995). 

In the following we illustrate a,part of the user LOTOS specification. The user specification 
consists in three processes that are synchronised (1[]1 operator) among them: State, Perception 
and Actions, corresponding at the more external boxes illustrated in Figure I. The process 
Perception, related to a first processing of user perceptions of interface is composed of three 
processes in interleaving (Ill operator) among them: Acoustic, Visual and BodyState, the 
process Action is constituted by the Limb and Articulatory process in interleaving way and the 
process State is defined by all the remaining processes that are synchronised among them. Any 
process can receive values from different processes; if these values are received in the same 
interval of time, the process, after controlling a possible blending, elaborates these and 
generate new values that it sends to other processes. In the LOTOS expression (Table I) the 
names of actions (ac, mpla, ... ) are associated with the communication channels of the user 
model represented by arrows in Figure I. 

Table 1 The LOTOS specification of the user model. 
SPECIFICATION User [ac, mpla, mplp, bs ...... ]: NOEXIT 

BEHAVIOUR 

Perception [ac, mpla, implica, implicv, implicb, objv, vis, bs] 

l[mpla, implica, implicv, implicb, objv]l 
( State [mpla, mplp, mplo, artm, propm, propi, propo, objv, objp, implica, implicv, implicb, implicp, vise, som, lima 

l[lima, artm]l 
Action [lima, molar, motlim, artm]) 

WHERE 
PROCESS Perception [ac, mpla, ........ vis, bs]: NOEXIT := 

Acustic [ac, mpla, implica]lll Visual [vis, implicv, objv]lll BodyState [ implicb, bs] 

ENDPROC (* Perception *) 

PROCESS Action [lima, molar, motlim, artm] : NOEXIT := 

Limb [lima, motlim]lll Articulatory [ artm, molar] 

ENDPROC (* Action *) 

PROCESS State [mpla, mplp, mplo, ..... lima] : NOEXIT:= 

Morphonolexical [mpla, mplp, mplo, artm, propm] 

l[mplp, mplo, propm]l 

( ( Propositional [propm, propi, propo, mplp, objp, implicp] 

) 

l[propi, implicp]llmplicational [implica, implicv, implicb, implicp, propi, vise, som]) 

l[objp, propo]l Object [objv, objp, mplo, propo, lima] 

ENDPROC (* State *) 

) 
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5 THE RESULTING APPROACH 

As a result of the above considerations we are extending the TUM method in such a way that 
the task decomposition phase is limited to identify temporal requirements (for example, if we 
want to modify a file we first have to select it) and actions only in terms of their effect on 
semantic objects without making any assumption on the user interface design and 
implementation. Once the task requirements have been clearly identified and we obtain a task 
specification, we take into consideration user requirements captured by the cognitive model to 
define their refinement in the design of a concrete user interface (Figure 2). At that level 
further temporal constraints can be introduced and semantic objects are mapped onto both 
presentation objects and application objects. 

Now if we take the tasks description and we apply the method previously developed to 
identify the interactors supporting them and, if we take into account the considerations 
previously exposed when basic tasks are associated with interactors, we obtain a architectural 
description. 

To <I< 
rcq~,~iretl'lem~ 

Figure 2 The proposed approach for the devel opment process. 

6 AN EXAMPLE OF A DESIGN OF A MUL TIMODAL USER INTERFACE 

We now give an example which shows how to integrate user and task requirements in 
designing a software architecture. We consider the design of the user interface of a video 
conferencing system (Figure 3): it allows one conference speaker to send information and 
related technical images and some' participants to provide questions which can be formulated in 
a multimodal way to clarify some points or deepen them. The conference can be recorded for 
later use. 
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Figure 3 The videoconference application. 

The task-tree shows that the system allows the user to make an alternative choice ([] symbol) 
between participating in a conference (Con/Participate task) and listening to a recorded one 
(ConjReplay task). To participate to the conference, a user has to connect with the node 
related to the place where the conference is (StartRec/nftask). During the participation various 
interleaved tasks (Ill symbol) are possible for the user: receiving information (Rec/nf task), 
sending information (Sendlnf task), consulting a summary of the conference (ConsSummary 
task). 

At this point we can identify the main basic tasks: Rlnformation is receiving further 
information related to the conference; RGraphlnf is receiving possible technical images; 
SQuest&lnf indicates when the user sends questions to the speaker of conference; SGraphlnf 
indicates sending technical images from one conference participant to the speaker and with 
RecSummary and Selectsinf, we indicate, respectively, consulting the abstract of the 
conference and the clarification of technical terms in the abstract. If the user listens the replay 
of a conference, s/he can only receive information related to the conference and its abstract. 
We have used, in the task decomposition, the LOTOS operators. The resulting tree-like 
description of the user tasks is shown in Figure 4. 

Those tasks which are followed by an* symbol are executed recursively (once finished they 
can immediately be performed again). To perform these tasks we can use a set of media: video, 
microphone, camera, mouse, audio. At this point we analyse the tasks to decide which media 
to use and, consequently, which interactor in order to support them so that the cognitive 
capabilities of the user can be exploited better. Furthermore the task specification indicates that 
some tasks can be performed in interleaving, without any specific order. However, if we 
consider the user cognitive capability this is difficult to perform, though it is possible to map 
parallel tasks with media which can work in parallel. 
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li 
F=============================~~ 

Figure 4 Task description of the videoconference application. 

Now, we consider the two basic tasks, RGraphlnf and Rlnformation and we want to identify 
the media to perform them. The media that we can associate with the first task are: a static 
picture (taken from an archive), a dynamic picture (taken by a camera and dynamically shown) 
or a text which explains the technical aspects. The second task, can be associated with a text or 
an audio rendering the text as the related information is descriptive. 

If we use the visual media for both tasks, or we use the couple of media (text, audio) in 
both cases the same cognitive subsystem would be used (in the first case it is the object 
subsystem, in the second case it is the morphonolexical subsystem). Thus, in any case, the tasks 
could not be processed in parallel. The unique way to perform these tasks in parallel is to use 
the media couple (image, audio) in such a way that the two tasks can be processed by two 
different subsystems respectively the object and the morphonolexical subsystems. 

The only possible choice is between static or dynamic image for the first task (RGraphlnf); 
since, we want that the information related to the two tasks must be fused in a structured 
information, we prefer associate the first task with the dynamic image in such way to allow the 
cognitive activity a more easy blending of these information because in this case both media 
can have a semantically related time evolution. 

For the tasks SQuest&lnf and SGraphlnf the use of the voice to ask questions and the 
camera to take pictures are the better choice. In fact it is thus possible to perform in parallel 
the two basic tasks and it is easier for the user to provide input by voice rather than by 
keyboard because of the different speeds of use of the two media and since using a keyboard 
various cognitive subsystems must be used. 

The media to associate with ConsSummary should allow the mental activity to process it in 
parallel with audio and video (media associated with the parallel Reclnf task). The possible 
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choice is between audio and hypertext; but, the hypertext is the only choice when the user 
participates at the conference, because it allows the user, even if with difficulty, to read the text 
of the summary or to clarify particular technical tenns (concepts names, people names, 
bibliographic references) while listening to the conference. The choice of audio, in this case, is 
not acceptable because it is very hard (if not impossible) to listen two audio outputs 
simultaneously. 

In the case the user is listening to the replay of the conference, slhe can interrupt the audio 
without lose some parts of the conference because it is stored; in this case, we can associate 
the ConsSummary task with both audio and text so that users can select the presentation which 
it prefers. 

After having associated each tlJ.Sk with a media, we can refine the tree of tasks (Figure 4), 
introducing the logical actions which are needed to control the software objects related to the 
media chosen; some tasks are refined as follows: 
RGraphlnf.= connect_ video>> (show_video_image* Ill manage_ video*)[> close video. 
SQuest&lnf= keep_audio >> voice [> close_speak 
Rinformation:= active_sound >>(sound* Ill manage_sound*) [> close_sound 
SGraphlnf= active_telecamera >> frame_image [> disactive_telecamera 
SelectSlnf=seiect_key_words >> show_clarification [> close_clarification 

At this point we can build the architectural description associated with the tree tasks. We 
obtain seven software objects modelled following the interactor model. In particular, the 
microphone and the camera send information to the speaker of the conference related to what 
a conference participant says and the input from the camera. The participant receives 
information from the speaker through the network, using the sound and the video interactors. 
The conference control object allows a user to connect to the site where the speaker is. The 
summary and keyword summary are respectively related to objects which allow a participant to 
receive an abstract of the conference and some clarifications about its technical words. 

network 

I J 

1 Audio J 

I Video •• ./ .j. t _T •·rl, I ···... :sound manugcsuund 
show vidc.'(limagc manage vttk.."(J •• ••• . activo: snum.l 

do.'!\: video • • ,----...L._--, 
'"onncctvtdco 1 Conference J·············· Camera •• ·i_ control 

~MLtc-ro-ph-on-e0 · • • .••• ••• TT Slarl conlcrencc Ira me tmay!Tl 

r'TT,,,,,, clusc conference ;u,:llvc tclc~am.,ra 
.!. di~at1ivctch..-caml'ra 
dosc~(ICak "" :··· 

keep audio j Summary j 

'"'.;" + "''""m TfT 
summary !iCrollsum I.J 

sclt.'CI keywords 

USER 

!Keyword I 
summary 

~110: 
clarillcatiun 

I 

Figure 5 Architectural description of participant-side in the videoconference example. 
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In Figure 5, each box is assqciated with an interactor and each line corresponds to a 
LOTOS operator; moreover, we indicate with dashed arrows the enabling operator and with 
continuous arrows the1synchronisation operator. 

At this point, we can obtain LOTOS specification of the system by associating each box 
representing an interactor with a LOTOS process describing its behaviour and each line used 
to connect boxes with a LOTOS operator. 

7 CONCLUSIONS 

We have described the concepts which we are using to develop a systematic method whose 
main goal is to allow designers and developers to take into account user and task requirements 
in a integrated and coherent way during the development process of Multimedia Interactive 
Systems. These concepts should allow them to obtain systems more easy to use for final users. 
One advantage of a systematic method is that it provides precise and structured indications for 
its application to specific case studies, including industrial-size applications. 

Further work will be dedicated to introduce in the approach developed the possibility to 
provide more specific indications on the design of the multimedia presentation and to consider 
further user-related requirements. 
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